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Abstract

Systemic treatment of intact and ovariectomized rats with basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) has strong bone anabolic effects. These effects include marked increases in osteoblast number and activity along cancellous and endocortical bone surfaces, which result in accumulation of osteoid and augmentation of cancellous and cortical bone mass after only short-term treatment with bFGF. Osteoclast surface is markedly decreased in bFGF-treated rats, but this finding may be secondary to the extensive osteoid surface in these animals. Some undesirable skeletal effects of the growth factor include impaired bone mineralization and formation of structurally inferior woven bone. The lack of a bone anabolic response to bFGF at skeletal sites with fatty marrow and along the periosteal surface of cortical bone is also disappointing. Despite these disadvantages, bFGF stimulates cancellous bone formation to such a great extent that it may eventually be considered for use in patients with severe osteoporosis who are unresponsive to conventional therapies, provided that local delivery of the growth factor to bone can be achieved to avoid systemic side effects.
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Introduction

Basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) is a widely distributed peptide that affects the proliferation and differentiation of many types of mesoderm-derived cells. In early studies, the detection of bFGF within bone matrix and in cultured osteoblasts strongly suggested that the growth factor is involved in the regulation of bone cell populations. This contention was supported by additional findings of increased proliferation of bovine and rat osteoprogenitor and osteoblast-like cells by the addition of bFGF to the culture medium. Identification of receptors for bFGF in cultured osteoblasts and osteoclasts also provided firm evidence for a direct effect of the growth factor on these bone cells. In cultures of bone marrow stromal cells isolated from rats and humans, bFGF has been shown to induce differentiation of these cells into osteoblasts and the formation of bone-like nodules. These in vitro findings strongly suggested that bFGF would have a powerful bone anabolic effect in vivo.

Skeletal effects of bFGF in intact rodents

The beneficial skeletal effects of bFGF and some disadvantages of its use are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Mayahara et al. first described the skeletal response to systemic treatment with bFGF. Young (6 weeks of age), rapidly growing, male and female rats were injected intravenously (IV) with bFGF at doses of 10, 30, 100, and 300 μg/kg daily for 2 weeks. The animals injected with the 2 highest doses of the growth factor were found qualitatively to have increased osteoblast numbers along cancellous and endocortical bone surfaces, which resulted in increased cancellous bone mass at several skeletal sites. In fact, cancellous bone filled the majority of the marrow cavity in the femur of rats treated with the highest dose of bFGF. In contrast, the periosteal surface did not respond to bFGF treatment and the growth factor did not induce an increase in cortical bone area in the tibial diaphysis. The investigators also briefly mentioned that bFGF stimulated osteoblast proliferation and increased cancellous bone mass in aged (71 weeks of age) female rats, but the sample size was not specified and supporting data were not presented.

These initial observations of the skeletal effects of bFGF were extended in a more quantitative manner by Nakamura et al. and Nagai et al. Intravenous treatment of rapidly
The observed increase in endocortical mineral apposition rate indicated that bFGF stimulated osteoblast activity as well. In agreement with Mayahara et al., bFGF did not have a bone anabolic effect along the periosteal surface. In fact, Nagai et al. reported that bFGF depressed periosteal bone formation in growing rats. Since the expression of TGF-β was increased in the endocortical preosteoblasts and osteoblasts of bFGF-treated rats, Nakamura et al. suggested that the skeletal effects of bFGF may be mediated in part by TGF-β.

The above studies showed that a relatively low dose of bFGF (100 µg/kg) and a high dose (300 µg/kg) of the growth factor have strong bone anabolic effects. However, Nagai et al. found that the high dose of bFGF also has some adverse skeletal effects in growing rats such as a widened growth plate, defective calcification at the growth plate-metaphyseal junction and along the endocortical surface, and decreased longitudinal bone growth. But these bone and cartilage defects returned to normal within 2 weeks after withdrawal of bFGF treatment.

Basic FGF was administered by IV injection in the rat studies described above. The findings of Kuroda et al. suggest that this more difficult mode of administration may not be necessary as growing mice injected subcutaneously (SC) with full length and aminoterminally-truncated FGF-4 at doses of 100 and 300 µg/kg exhibited highly significant increases in cancellous bone mass, trabecular number, and indices of bone formation such as mineralizing surface and osteoid surface. However, in our own pilot study in ovariectomized (OVX) rats, daily SC injections of bFGF at a dose of 100 and 300 µg/kg exhibited highly significant increases in cancellous bone volume at 8 weeks post-injection. These indices of bone mass in bFGF-treated OVX rats were far above those of vehicle-treated control rats. If confirmed in clinical trials, these findings suggest that local application of bFGF may prove to be useful for improved healing of nonunions in humans.

### Skeletal effects of bFGF in ovariectomized (OVX) rats

The ability of bFGF to stimulate bone formation and augment cancellous bone mass in intact rodents provided a rationale for preclinical testing of the growth factor as a potential osteoporosis therapy. Nakamura et al. performed the first study with bFGF in OVX rats, a widely-used animal model for postmenopausal bone loss. These animals were subjected to a single intraosseous injection of bFGF in the ilium at a dose of 400 µg at 16 weeks post-ovariectomy. The growth factor induced a marked accumulation of osteoid at 2 weeks post-injection, which eventually calcified to result in a peak increase in bone mineral density and cancellous bone volume at 8 weeks post-injection. These indices of bone mass in bFGF-treated OVX rats were far above those of vehicle-treated OVX rats as well as vehicle-treated control rats. Furthermore, bFGF was also found to dramatically increase the node to free end ratio, an index of trabecular connectivity, in the osteopenic ilium. The observed increase in cancellous mineral apposition rate during the first month post-injection indicated that bFGF stimulated osteoblast activity. Eroded surface, an index of bone resorption, was significantly decreased.
by bFGF treatment at 2 and 4 weeks post-injection before increasing to a level above that of vehicle-treated OVX rats by 12 weeks post-injection. This increase in bone resorption at later times post-injection resulted in a steady decline in cancellous bone mass from the earlier peak at 8 weeks after the intraosseous bFGF injection. Nevertheless, the mean value for cancellous bone volume in bFGF-treated OVX rats was nearly identical to that of vehicle-treated control rats and still a factor of 2 greater than that of vehicle-treated OVX rats at 24 weeks post-injection. However, the fact that eroded surface remained increased at this last time point in bFGF-treated OVX rats compared with vehicle-treated control rats suggested that the increment in cancellous bone mass induced by treatment with bFGF would eventually be lost. These findings based on a single intraosseous injection of bFGF suggested that the growth factor is capable of restoring lost cancellous bone mass completely at an osteopenic skeletal site in OVX rats, but the newly-formed bone would not be maintained long after withdrawal of bFGF treatment.

The first study of the skeletal effects of systemic treatment with one of the fibroblast growth factors in OVX rats was performed by Dunstan et al.20. In their initial prevention study, these investigators found that daily IV injections of acidic FGF (FGF-1) for 28 days completely prevented cancellous bone loss in OVX rats as well as increased cancellous bone mass in sham-operated control rats. In older rats allowed to become osteopenic for 6 months after ovariectomy, daily IV injections of acidic FGF for 28 days at a dose of 200 μg/kg markedly increased cancellous bone and osteoid mass in the proximal tibial metaphysis to a level far above that of sham-operated control rats. Most of the abundant osteoid became calcified by 28 days after withdrawal of acidic FGF treatment. These findings indicate that acidic FGF was effective not only for the prevention of cancellous bone loss during the early stages of estrogen depletion but also for restoration of lost cancellous bone mass during the later stages of estrogen depletion.

The ability of bFGF (rather than aFGF) to reverse cancellous osteopenia in OVX rats was evaluated by Liang et al.26. At 2 months after surgery, OVX rats were injected IV for 14 days with bFGF at a daily dose of 200 μg/kg. Some bFGF-treated OVX rats were sacrificed at the end of this treatment period whereas others were sacrificed at 7 or 14 days after withdrawal of treatment with the growth factor. Osteoid volume, but not cancellous bone volume, was markedly increased in the proximal tibial metaphysis of bFGF-treated OVX rats at the end of the treatment period. However, during the withdrawal period, osteoid volume rapidly declined and cancellous bone volume increased as the osteoid calcified and became converted to bone. The end result was partial restoration of lost cancellous bone mass in bFGF-treated OVX rats after only 14 days of treatment with the growth factor. The observation of “osteoid bridges” between pre-existing bone spicules (Fig. 1A) suggested that bFGF also improves trabecular connectivity at an osteopenic skeletal site. Despite these positive effects, it is important to note that bFGF induces formation of woven bone, which is structurally inferior to lamellar bone. However, rapid formation of woven bone which extends into marrow spaces may be necessary to re-establish trabecular connectivity in the osteopenic skeleton. Addition of lamellar bone to pre-existing bone surfaces thickens isolated bone spicules but is unlikely to connect them.

Treatment of OVX rats with bFGF strongly stimulated bone formation, as indicated by marked increases of at least a factor of 10 in osteoblast and osteoid surfaces. In contrast, osteoclast surface was markedly decreased in bFGF-treated OVX rats, but this finding may be secondary to the extensive osteoid surface (>75%) as osteoclasts are rarely found adjacent to cancellous bone.

Figure 1. Cancellous bone tissue in the proximal tibial metaphysis of OVX rats treated with bFGF. Osteoid (o) bridges were observed extending between pre-existing bone (b) spicules (A), which suggests that bFGF may improve trabecular connectivity in the osteopenic skeleton. Treatment with bFGF also markedly increased osteoblast numbers (arrows) and induced formation of osteoid spicules without any apparent connections to pre-existing bone (B). However, it is not clear whether these osteoid spicules originate within bone marrow or are extensions from pre-existing cancellous and endocortical bone surfaces.
to unmineralized bone surfaces. Osteoid accumulation and an almost total lack of fluorochrome labeling in cancellous bone indicated that treatment with bFGF impaired bone mineralization. However, this skeletal process returned to normal soon after withdrawal of bFGF treatment as the osteoid rapidly calcified and mineralizing surface increased to at least the level of vehicle-treated OVX rats.

Longitudinal bone growth was not affected by bFGF treatment in OVX rats\textsuperscript{26}. This finding is not consistent with the stimulatory effect of bFGF on cartilage cell proliferation \textit{in vitro}\textsuperscript{77,28} as well as reports of increased longitudinal bone growth in intact rats treated with the same dose of bFGF\textsuperscript{18}. However, it is important to note that the OVX rats were 5 months of age at the beginning of bFGF treatment whereas the intact rats were only 8 weeks of age when first treated with the growth factor. Therefore, the inconsistent results may be due to an enhanced responsiveness of the cartilage of young, rapidly growing rats to bFGF.

Osteoid spicules (Fig. 1B) without any apparent connections to pre-existing bone were observed within the marrow cavity of bFGF-treated OVX rats. This finding is consistent with the results of \textit{in vitro} studies which have shown bFGF to have the ability to induce formation of bone-like nodules in cultures of rat and human bone marrow stromal cells\textsuperscript{8,11-15}. Although osteoid spicules in bFGF-treated rats have been described as new trabecular-like structures that formed \textit{de novo} within bone marrow, the origin of these osteoid spicules has not been proven definitively. Amizuka et al.\textsuperscript{29} reported that direct intra-osseous injection of bFGF in the proximal tibia of rats induced marrow stromal cells to differentiate into osteoblasts and secrete bone matrix proteins \textit{in vivo} on the first day after injection of the growth factor. However, it is difficult to determine whether this effect was due primarily to bFGF or partial ablation of bone marrow by the needle. Therefore, the possibility that the bFGF-induced osteoid spicules in OVX rats originated from pre-existing bone surfaces and extended considerable distances into the bone marrow cavity cannot be ruled out.

The strong bone anabolic effects of bFGF in both intact and OVX rats were detected at skeletal sites with hematopoietic (red) marrow such as the ilium, distal femur, and proximal tibia\textsuperscript{16-18,24,28}. Recently, Pun et al.\textsuperscript{30} reported that the stimulatory effects of bFGF on bone formation in OVX rats are greatly attenuated at skeletal sites with fatty (yellow) marrow. In fact, not even a trend for increased osteoblast and osteoid surfaces was observed in the fatty caudal vertebra of bFGF-treated OVX rats whereas these indices of bone formation were increased by at least an order of magnitude in the lumbar vertebra, which is composed of red marrow. The reason for this site specificity in the bone anabolic effects of bFGF is unclear. The increased vascularity of red marrow may play a role in delivering higher local concentrations of the growth factor to the microenvironment, but the observation that another bone anabolic agent, parathyroid hormone, strongly stimulates bone formation regardless of marrow composition\textsuperscript{31} argues against this possibility. The observed site specificity may be related to intraskeletal variations in the population of mesenchymal stem cells, which have receptors for bFGF\textsuperscript{32} and are undoubtedly target cells for the growth factor. Mesenchymal stem cells are thought to be more common at red marrow sites than at fatty marrow sites, possibly due to their depletion at the latter skeletal sites by their commitment to the adipocytic rather than the osteoblastic phenotype\textsuperscript{33,34}. It follows that bFGF may be expected to have a more pronounced bone anabolic effect at sites with red marrow due to a greater, uncommitted population of mesenchymal stem cells available for differentiation into osteoblasts in response to the growth factor. This may be the most likely explanation for the observations of Pun et al.\textsuperscript{30}.

All of the above skeletal effects of bFGF in OVX rats were detected in cancellous bone tissue. It is also important to determine the effects of bFGF on cortical bone in view of concerns that, in higher mammals and humans, another bone anabolic agent, parathyroid hormone, may augment cancellous bone at the expense of cortical bone. In the tibial diaphysis, treatment of OVX rats with the growth factor for only 7 to 14 days at doses of 100 or 200 $\mu$g/kg induced a small but statistically significant increase in cortical bone area\textsuperscript{35}. Fluorochrome-based analyses of periosteal and endocortical bone formation were inconclusive due to the inhibitory effect of bFGF on bone mineralization. Therefore, the tissue-level mechanism for the observed augmentation of cortical bone mass in bFGF-treated OVX rats is unclear. In addition to increased cortical bone mass, abundant osteoid was observed within the marrow cavity of the tibial diaphysis in response to bFGF treatment\textsuperscript{35}. The ability of the growth factor to markedly stimulate bone formation and increase both cancellous and cortical bone mass in OVX rats provides support for consideration of bFGF as a potential osteoporosis therapy.

**Side effects of systemic treatment with bFGF**

Since bFGF is a potent mitogen, systemic treatment with the growth factor has great potential for inducing side effects in various tissues and organs. Intact rats treated with a high dose of bFGF (300 $\mu$g/kg) exhibited a lower rate of weight gain and hypertrophy of glomerular epithelium in the kidney and alveolar epithelium in the lung\textsuperscript{36}. Defective calcification was observed in the long bones of these animals along the endocortical surface and at the growth plate-metaphyseal junction, which resulted in a grossly widened growth plate\textsuperscript{18}. Although these adverse effects were not observed in intact rats treated with a lower dose of the growth factor (100 $\mu$g/kg), these animals had mild anemia with extramedullary hematopoiesis in the liver and spleen\textsuperscript{36}. Other investigators have reported impaired renal function and accompanying proteinuria in intact rats treated with the same dose of bFGF\textsuperscript{18}. The retarded weight gain and skeletal side effects of bFGF treatment were no longer apparent by 2 weeks after withdrawal of treatment with the growth factor\textsuperscript{18}.

OVX rats treated with a moderate dose of bFGF (200 $\mu$g/kg) had normal rates of weight gain and were found to be...
normocalcemic but hypophosphatemic\textsuperscript{26}. An almost total lack of fluorochrome labeling in cancellous bone of these animals despite very high values for osteoblast surface indicated that bFGF treatment impaired bone mineralization. However, this skeletal process returned to normal soon after withdrawal of treatment with the growth factor. Aged OVX rats treated with a higher dose of bFGF (250 µg/kg) were found to be anemic as their mean hematocrit value was 23.0 ± 2.7 (SD) compared with a mean of 42.6 ± 1.1 in vehicle-treated OVX rats. These adverse side effects of relatively high doses of bFGF in rats make one concerned about the safety of long-term, systemic treatment with the growth factor in humans.

**Basic FGF as a potential osteoporosis therapy**

Many anti-resorptive agents are currently available for the treatment of osteoporosis, but a bone anabolic agent has yet to be approved by the FDA for use in osteoporotic patients. This therapeutic need generates interest in a strong stimulator of bone formation such as bFGF. Based on findings in the OVX rat, the strengths of the growth factor as a potential osteoporosis therapy are: 1) reversal of cancellous osteopenia after only a relatively short treatment period, 2) strong stimulation of bone formation at pre-existing cancellous and endocortical bone surfaces, 3) formation of osteoid bridges between bone spicules, which should improve trabecular connectivity in the osteopenic skeleton, and 4) formation of osteoid spicules within bone marrow, although it has not been proven conclusively that the origin of these osteoid spicules is bone marrow rather than a pre-existing bone surface.

Despite these strengths, there are many weaknesses that make it difficult to develop bFGF as an osteoporosis therapy. These weaknesses include: 1) the need to administer bFGF intravenously rather than orally, 2) the widespread mitogenic actions of bFGF and its high potential for adverse side effects in organs other than bone, 3) impaired bone mineralization, although this skeletal process returns to normal soon after withdrawal of bFGF treatment, 4) formation of woven bone, which is structurally inferior to lamellar bone, and 5) lack of a bone anabolic effect at skeletal sites with fatty marrow. Nevertheless, bFGF may eventually prove to be useful for treatment of patients with severe osteoporosis who are unresponsive to conventional therapies. In this situation, the proper therapeutic strategy may involve local delivery of bFGF to bone in order to induce mesenchymal stem cells to differentiate into osteoblasts and augment cancellous bone in the osteopenic skeleton.
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